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ABSTRACT
It is not uncommon for database systems to have hundreds or even
thousands of gigabytes of RAM at their disposal. High-performance
systems such as HyPer [3], and ClickHouse [1] fully utilize the available memory and perform much better on analytical workloads
than their traditional disk-based counterparts. Because these systems usually run on machines with such large memory capacities,
the assumption is often that the workload fits in memory.
While laptops have also enjoyed increased memory capacity,
their physical design has limited space. Therefore they typically
have only 16GB of memory. Laptops are often used in interactive
data analysis, with tools like Pandas [5] and dplyr [8], showing that
there is a need for analytical data management technology that
runs on a laptop. However, these tools operate only in memory. As
a result, users cannot process datasets that are slightly larger than
memory, on their own machine.
Disk-based database systems, on the other hand, have long solved
the problem of processing larger-than-memory datasets. These
systems are generally much slower than in-memory systems on
analytical workloads. When a user wants to process a larger-thanmemory dataset using an in-memory system, usually one of two
things happens 1) The system throws an error stating it is out of
memory, 2) The system switches to an external strategy that is
much less efficient than the in-memory strategy, which results in a
slow execution time, even when, for example, the input is only 10%
larger than memory. Fast queries may become slow or run into an
error when a table grows in size, creating a frustrating experience
for users.
We can mitigate this problem by implementing operators such
that they optimally use the amount of available memory and only
write data to disk when this is necessary. I/O quickly becomes
the bottleneck on machines with low-bandwidth storage devices.
However, most modern laptops have nVME storage with high write
speeds, making I/O less of a limiting factor.
We have implemented a parallel, external sorting operator in
DuckDB [7] that demonstrates this. Our implementation seamlessly
transitions from in-memory to external sorting by storing data
in buffer-managed blocks that are offloaded to disk using a leastrecently-used queue, similar to LeanStore [4].
Transitioning from memory to disk is made possible by DuckDB’s
buffer manager and unified internal row layout, shown in Figure 1,
which can be spilled to disk using pointer swizzling [2]. When, swizzled, pointers are replaced by relative offsets, that can easily be
restored, shown in Figure 2.
We compare our implementation against four other systems using an improvised relational sorting benchmark on two tables from
TPC-DS [6]. Our implementation achieves excellent performance
when data fits in memory and shows a graceful degradation in
performance as we go over the limit of available memory.
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Figure 1: DuckDB’s row layout and row heap.
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Figure 2: DuckDB’s swizzled row layout and row heap.
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